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Trucking Menu

The TRMeOST version of the Dump Truck System is best used by companies that invoice by the
weight. A special field for Haul Backs is present. There is also a nice feature that bills a “Plant
Fee” where applicable.
The [Quoting], [Preliminary Forms] and [Dispatch] are optional and will help organize your business
but are not necessary for DTS operation.
The work process starts by ensuring that the customer has been entered. Following that, customer
jobs should be set up with the rates and locations. When the tickets come into the office, they
should be entered into the system. This means entering the ticket numbers and quantities can be
checked in and stacked according to how they are to be invoiced. There is a feature in the Invoicing
Screen to enter weight tickets is a very fast manner.

The [Attendance Tracking] option allows for scheduling time off in advance as well as tracking when
an employee does not work, whether excused or not.
[Post Freight Bills] is the screen where the freight bills and tickets are entered and researched. The
[Find] option on this screen allows you to enter a freight bill or weight ticket number and then it will
be displayed on the screen. You can see if the entry was billed or paid.
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Post Freight Bills

When this screen is entered, yesterday’s date appears in the name stripe of the window. If any
freight bills/tickets have been entered for this date, they will appear.

The [Back] button exits this screen. Clicking on [Save] commits any pending changes. [Add] is
used to add new tickets to the system.
The [Hide Ft Bills] button is a toggle. This is useful when used in conjunction with dispatch. When
dispatched, the entries actually come into this screen. Thus, reports are available to show what
has been dispatched, but not yet received into your office. When the ticket does come in, navigate
to the date and double click on the line to edit the billing and paying amounts. The other side of
the button is [Show All Ft Bills]. If the freight bills that were already received are hidden, click this
button to display all on the date. This feature is very helpful when matching dispatched entries with
tickets received. Only empty slots will appear.
The [Go] button can be used to go directly to a date. [Previous Day] backups up one day and
displays the tickets for that date. [Next Day] rolls forward one day.
The [Reports] button contains reports that pertain to information entered on this screen.
It would clutter the screen to have a button for every possible option. Seldom used options are
listed under the [More].
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Adding Tickets
When the [Add] button is pressed, a list of customers appears as shown. To select a customer,
either double click on the company name, arrow up or down to highlight and press the [OK]
button.
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The following screenshot shows a completed freight bill. The upper right hand corner of the screen
displays the Customer Job that was selected. It is very handy to have customer jobs set up with
rates in order to cut down on errors and rework. The top-left portion of the screen shows date,
ticket, payee and job information. The up/down arrows to the right of the Date indicate that you
can use the up and down arrows on the keyboard to change the date. Wherever an identified is
displayed in red, then you may double click in the box to get a list of possible values. The billing
information is contained in the upper square and the pay side is shown underneath.

If the freight bill was turned in late, then click in the Late: field. Today’s date is supplied for you.
Change it to reflect the date the late freight bill was actually turned in. You may not want to pay
the Independent Contractor 30 days later, but want to make sure that you receive payment for the
late billing. When the freight bill is ready to pay, click in the Pay Now field. There is a nice feature
to quickly review Late Freight Bills in the Payables, I.C. Statements screen under the [More] button.
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Finding A Freight Bill
This extremely helpful feature allows you to type in a freight bill or portion of one and have the
matches appear. Then, double click on the freight bill you want to research and it appears on the
screen. You can instantly see the invoice number if it was billed and the pay statement if paid.

Batch Review
This screen also has a handy feature that assists in double checking what was just entered. When
freight bills are entered, the user that entered the freight bill is added. Double click on the Batch:
field to [Print Batch] or [Clear Batch].
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Quoting

The quoting function is flexible and adapts to the way you do quotes. When the screen is
entered, the first customer is displayed. Use the [ < ], [ > ], or [Go] buttons to scroll or go directly
to a customer. The first two tabs organize the quotes into Active quotes and Old Quotes. The
Address tab contains the address and phone numbers for the customer. The Customize tab is
explained in the next section. Using the DTS for your quotes has several advantages. The first is
organization. If a customer calls to review or have you resend or modify a quote, you can pull it
up by going to the company and then double clicking on the quote.

Quoting Screen
Customize Tab
Quote Style: This field controls the format of the printed quote. The quotes can print
with your logo at the top.
Fax Signer: This information is printed on the quote.
Description: The very large text is the default wording that is placed on all new
quotes. This is where your generic text for each quote is set up. This
text is copied into each new quote, but then you can change it so that it
is specific to the quote. Changing the wording on the quote does not
change this template text.
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Adding New Quotes
The quotes are automatically numbered. Enter the Project Number and Project Name. The
column titles are changeable per quote! Some companies might quote hourly truck rental as well
as material sales. Simply highlight the text in the column title and change to your needs. Notice
that the column titles can range more than one line.
Enter information in the quote detail lines. When the cursor enters the field, a unique list of
previously entered data. This helps you rapidly complete your quotes. To enter text that has not
previously been entered, simply cancel the pick list and type your information into the field. It will
then become part of the list.

[Edit Text] New quotes are given the generic text you entered on the Customize tab. Select this
button to review and modify the text so that it is specific to this quote.
[View-Print Quote] This button displays the quote. You may then print or create a PDF copy of
the quote.
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[Copy This Quote] If you want to send this quote to another customer, select this button and
then the customer. A new quote for the customer will be created based off this quote. If you
want to send this customer a variation of an existing quote, then select the same customer!
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Preliminary Forms

This screen assists in producing and tracking construction liens. A lien is a claim made against a
property by a contractor or other professional who has supplied labor or materials for work on that
property. Construction liens are designed to protect professionals from the risk of not being paid
for services rendered. Remedies vary from state to state, and can differ depending on whether
the property in question is real property or personal property.

The bottom right corner of the screen displays a history of when the 20 day notice was sent as well
as the other forms such as Conditional Progress, Unconditional Progress, Conditional Final,
Unconditional Final and Stop Notice. Double clicking on a history line will bring it up in the viewer
where it can be reprinted.
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